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CPU Structure

• CPU must:

—Fetch instructions

—Interpret instructions

—Fetch data

—Process data

—Write data



Instruction Cycle State Diagram



Data Flow (Instruction Fetch)

• Depends on CPU design

• In general:

• Fetch

—PC contains address of next instruction

—Address moved to MAR

—Address placed on address bus

—Control unit requests memory read

—Result placed on data bus, copied to MBR, 
then to IR

—Meanwhile PC incremented by 1



Data Flow (Fetch Diagram)



Data Flow (Indirect Diagram)



Data Flow (Execute)

• May take many forms

• Depends on instruction being executed

• May include

—Memory read/write

—Input/Output

—Register transfers

—ALU operations



Data Flow (Interrupt)

• Simple

• Predictable

• Current PC saved to allow resumption 
after interrupt

• Contents of PC copied to MBR

• Special memory location (e.g. stack 
pointer) loaded to MAR

• MBR written to memory

• PC loaded with address of interrupt 
handling routine

• Next instruction (first of interrupt handler) 
can be fetched



Data Flow (Interrupt Diagram)



Prefetch

• Fetch accessing main memory

• Execution usually does not access main 
memory

• Can fetch next instruction during 
execution of current instruction

• Called instruction prefetch



Improved Performance

• But not doubled:

—Fetch usually shorter than execution

– Prefetch more than one instruction?

—Any jump or branch means that prefetched 
instructions are not the required instructions

• Add more stages to improve performance



Pipelining

• Fetch instruction

• Decode instruction

• Calculate operands (i.e. EAs)

• Fetch operands

• Execute instructions

• Write result

• Overlap these operations



Two Stage Instruction Pipeline



Timing Diagram for 

Instruction Pipeline Operation



The Effect of a Conditional Branch on 

Instruction Pipeline Operation



Six Stage 

Instruction Pipeline



Alternative Pipeline Depiction



Pipeline Performance

• The cycle time    of an instruction pipeline 
is the time needed to advance a set of 
instructions one stage through the 
pipeline; each column in Figures 12.10 
and 12.11 represents one cycle time. The 
cycle time can be determine as



Pipeline Performance

• In general, the time delay d is equivalent 
to a clock pulse and 

• Now suppose that n instructions are 
processed, with no branches. Let      be 
the total time required for a pipeline with 
k stages to execute n instructions. Then



Pipeline Performance

• A total of k cycles are required to 
complete the execution of the first 
instruction, and the remaining (n-1) 
instructions require (n-1) cycles. This 
equation is easily verified from Figures 
12.10. The ninth instruction completes at 
time cycle 14:

14 = [6 + (9 - 1)]



Pipeline Performance

• Now consider a processor with equivalent 
functions but no pipeline, and assume 
that the instruction cycle time is      .

• The speedup factor for the instruction 
pipeline compared to execution without 
the pipeline is defined as



Speedup Factors

with Instruction

Pipelining



Pipeline Hazards

• Pipeline, or some portion of pipeline, must 
stall

• Also called pipeline bubble

• Types of hazards

—Resource

—Data

—Control



Resource Hazards

• Two (or more) instructions in pipeline need same resource
• Executed in serial rather than parallel for part of pipeline
• Also called structural hazard
• E.g. Assume simplified five-stage pipeline

— Each stage takes one clock cycle

• Ideal case is new instruction enters pipeline each clock cycle
• Assume main memory has single port
• Assume instruction fetches and data reads and writes performed 
one at a time

• Ignore the cache
• Operand read or write cannot be performed in parallel with 
instruction fetch

• Fetch instruction stage must idle for one cycle fetching I3

• E.g. multiple instructions ready to enter execute instruction phase
• Single ALU

• One solution: increase available resources
— Multiple main memory ports
— Multiple ALUs



Data Hazards

• Conflict in access of an operand location
• Two instructions to be executed in sequence
• Both access a particular memory or register operand
• If in strict sequence, no problem occurs
• If in a pipeline, operand value could be updated so as to 
produce different result from strict sequential execution

• E.g. x86 machine instruction sequence:

• ADD EAX, EBX /* EAX = EAX + EBX
• SUB ECX, EAX /* ECX = ECX – EAX

• ADD instruction does not update EAX until end of stage 5, 
at clock cycle 5

• SUB instruction needs value at beginning of its stage 2, at 
clock cycle 4

• Pipeline must stall for two clocks cycles
• Without special hardware and specific avoidance 
algorithms, results in inefficient pipeline usage



Data Hazard Diagram


